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Calculations of vibrations and fatigue of machine structures, seismic calculationsź

Simulation of dynamic behavior of the systems - multibody simulationsź

Strength, strain and stress calculations in structures using the finite element methodź

Use of artificial intelligence i technical practiceź

Simulation of short-duration events, crash calculationsź

Simulation calculations of fluid flow and heat transfer using the finite volume ź

method

Applied mechanics for technical tasks from a wide range of engineering practice, ź

research and subsequent development of computational modules and methods 

according to specific customer requirements

Optimalization of structures in etrms of weight and strenght ź

Thermodynamic calculations, thermal stress calculationsź

SIMPACK, Alaska - Programs for multibody simulationź

SW and HW equipment in accordance with the requirements of the simulations ź

solved

ANSYS/CFD/Fluent - Flow solutions and thermodynamic calculationsź

FEMFAT - solving fatigue problemsź

ANSYS/Mechanical - solution of dynamic, nonlinear problems in the area of strength ź

stress

LSD-DYNA - solution of short-duration events and large plastic deformationsź

MATLAB - a programming environment for creating own computational modules and ź

performing calculations
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Evaluation of bonded jointsź

Analysis of potential risks of operationź

Study of the influence of thermal fields ź

Calculation of bearings behaviourź

Evaluation of residual life of componentsź

Modal analysis of the metro wagon ź

Crash simulationsź

Bogie calculationsź

Study of thermal comfort in the vehicle interiorź

Analysis of pressure impact on the moving vehicle and its surroundingsź

Calculations of the pressure distribution during the passage through a tunnelź

External and internal aerodynamics during the passing of trainsź
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